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ular and not fractured.
Bands
lithic granite
are horizontal

geology

of the

of gneissic

to gently

the pink
equigren-

granite and xenodipping
and form B

broad antiform
structure
(Brown
et al., 1989) which dips to
the southeast
near the URL. Xenolith
hands contain
more
than 25% nrnoliths
composed
of tonalite,
amphibolite
and
other wall rocks, altered in some places to biotite rich granite.
Two low-dipping
fracture
hones, cttlled Fracture
Zone 3
(FZ-3)

and Fracture

Zone

2 (FZ-2),

were

intersected

by the

shaft at the URL whcrc they are about 23 m and I3 m thick,
respectively.
These are reverse faults which show displecements up to about X m (Brown

et al., 1989). They

dip south-

easterly
handing

at the URL and tend to be subparallel
and xenolithic
layers. These fracture

to the gneissic
zones contain

regions

of high permeability

the movement

of groundwater

Icvel,

except

the 240 level

in granitic
rock. This study presents the results of a test of
the seismic retlection
method to detect fractures
by surveys
conducted
within the underground
openings of the URL.

map and general

compressive
types (Brown
et al., 1989). Below
granite is a grey granite. commonly
homogeneous,

through

the pink granite.
seismic
survey,

The Underground
Research Laboratory
CURL) of Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL)
is located in the granitic Lx
du Bonnet Batholith
near Pinewe, Manitoba
(Figure
I). The
URL has a vertical
shaft and main working
levels at depths
of 240 m and 420 tn. It is operated
for geoscience
and
geotechnical
research
under the Canadian
Nuclear
Fuel
Waste Mnnagcmrnt
Progtxn.
One of the research objectives
is the dstection,
evaluation
and characterization
of fractures

B locution

URL in plan and in vertical
section. At surface,
there is a
pink, mostly porphyritic,
granite containing
several sets of
pervasive
subvert&l
fractures
including
both tensile
and

and they control
the rock.

FZ-3

is contained

within

FZ-2 (Figures
I and 2). the object of the
is within
the grey granite
below
the 240

for the FZ-2.5
and forms

which

intersects

the boundary

the shaft above

between

grey and pink

granite. Other splays exist below FZ-2 (FZ- I .Y, FZ- I .8, etc.).
Regional
stress fields ttrr markedly
different
in the pink and
grey

granite

above

and below

FZ-2

subvertical
fractures are only found
Fractured
rock tends to absorb
various

loss mechanisms

mic WBVCS. Fractured
than

unfractured

velocity.
fracturing
thick

and to reduce

rock

rock,

is less stiff
resulting

A good seismic retlection
such as FZ-2 will occur

enough

and

(Martin,

smooth

enough

1990)

above FZ-2.
seismic
energy
the velocity
in its elastic

in reduction

and the
through
of seis-

properties
of seismic

from a zone of intense
provided
that the zone is
to provide

a specular
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for the dominant

available
the rock

for

near

was calculated

seismic

horehole
the URL
from

wavelength.

URL-6
shaft,

it (Figure

(Figure

A

Previous

2).

reflection

and a syn-

veys.
horehole
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seismic
surveys

passive

tests
from

monitwing

acoustic

at URL

surface,

logging.

have

included

vertical

cross-hole

tomography

of microseismic

cmisskms

Most

recently,

Kim

TUTand

et al. (1994)

D.J. GENULWII.L.

have described

results

of surface

seismic

reflection

surveys.

Howevrr.
the seismic reflection
profiling
technique
had not
heen previously
tested underground.
Successful
application
in Saskatchewan
potash mines (Gendzwill
and Brehm, 1993)
suggested
that the method
might
he useful
at URL.
Therefore,
in Jtlnuary
I992 the underground
method was tested from the 240 level to detect
SO m below the 240 level (Figure 2).
for

reflection
FZ-2. about

Conditions
inside the URL we different
from conditions
seismic surveys at the surface. In the URL, the rock of

the roof,
ing layer
dominant

wdls

and tloor

to ahsorh
reflection

is hard granite.

There

is no weather-

high frequencies.
In our tests wr found
frequencies
near 1200 Hz, more than ten

times the frrqucncy
content
of “normill”
surface
seismic
data. The compressional
wave velocity
of the unfractured
granite

at this

depth

I200 Hz the wavelength

is fairly
constant
at 5800 m/s and at
is ahout 5 m. The shear wave veloc-

ity is 3.150 mls hut the frequency
is somrwhat
lower
wavelength
is still about 5 m. Such high frequencies

so the
should

detect fracture zones down to about I m in thickness.
In an underground
environment,
seismic retlections
may
he created by any surface below, above, or to the side of the
recording
line. However.
seismic energy is directed
by the
tunnel opening which acts as a ground plane, especially
if the
seismic
wavelength
is smaller
than the opening.
A source
position
on the tloor of the opening
favours
production
of
downgoing
waves and receivers
on the floor respond best to
upgoing
reflections.
Reflections
from above the roof must
travel around the opening to excite geophones
placed on the
tloor, hence, retlections
from above are strongly
attenuated.
Nevertheless,
geometric
effects and out-of-plane
retlections
are still a problem as in any three-dimensional
seismic investigation.
In this survey. geometric
problems
were mitigated
to some extent

by the fact that the seismic

line was almost
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parallel to the strike of the target fracture zone, ensuring
rellections
were normal to the fracture surface.

ME.I.HOD
Field procedure
In high-resolution
seismic retlection
tant to record the signal with adequate
sampling to avoid aliasing problems.

surveys,
it is imporspatial and temporal

The recording
equipment
was a Bison Inwumcnts
Model
9000, 24-channel
stacking seismograph.
Data were recorded
using a 0.2 ms sample rate. a filter pass from 12X Hz to 2000
Hz. the floating
point gain set to Imedium, and a 200.ms
record length. However,
only X0 ms of the record was used
because air noise increased after 80 ms.
Mark Products L2SE. SO-Hz single geophones
were used,
spaced I m apart, in a line X3 m long. A 48.channel
rollalong switch and cables allowed
il convenient
CMP shooting
geometry.
Geophones
must he coupled
firmly
to the rock to detect
frequencies
around 1000 Hz. Small steel brackets (IO x 2.5 x
0.6 cm) were fastened
to the rock with a Hilti holt. Each
bracket had a threaded hole near one end for the geophone,
a
hole in the centre for the holt, and a bend in the middle so
that it contacted
the rock solidly
at three points (Figure 4).
Nevertheless.
resonance
of the geophone,
hrackrt.
and rock
coupling
were a source of high-frequency
noise which was
reduced with predictive
deconvolution.
At the time of the survey the tloor of the 240 level was
concrete paved except f& a narrow drainage ditch along one
wall. Geophones
were bolted to the rock in the drainage
ditch hut at one intersection,
8 m wide. there was no drainage
ditch so geophones
were bolted to the concrete.
Date colected with hammer points or geophones
on concrete proved
to be of such poor quality that they could not be used, reducing
the CMP fold in those areas.
The

energy

inertia
inertia
time.

source

was a 4.5 kg sledgehammer

switch

on the handle

switch

introduced

No striking

Hammer

arrays

into a single

a 2.5-1~

record

avoid

unwanted

used,

hammering

achieve
shows

24.fold

noise travelling
18 m. Single-ended

at both
response

the frequency

of surface
is higher

generated

at the surface.

tend to attenuate

(> I90 Hz).

the air. the

geometry

the 24 channels.

opening

velocity

waves
than

array,

to

Figure

5

stack

the floor
array

these high-frequency

with

As a result,
of the under-

of corresponding

The hammer

array

surface

propagate

in granite).

along

those

was

spread

Source-genrratcd

mine

m/r (S-wave

ground

through

for the hammer

moved

was IS m to

ends of each gcophone
with

\epa-

all blows

were

offset

was

at the underground

mine

centres

hammer

19X6) and combination.

speed of 3150

design

Array

The minimum

coverage

the array

(Anstey.
waves

offset

on the Bison.
records.

start

surface.

at 5 points

of 2 m, stacking

an
The

in the recorder

on the hard rock
the floor

length

with

the seismogri\ph.

delay

were used. striking

I tn for successive
maximum

to trigger

plate was needed

rated by 0.5 m, fox a total

Fig. 2. Plan of 240 level URL with structure contours of top of Fracture
Zone 2 superimposed (Everitt and Reed, 1989). Locations of the seismic profile in rooms 214 and 210. the radar profile in room 207
(Holloway. 1992) and borehole URL6 are also shown.
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Fig. 3. Synthetic seismogram from *onic and densify logs for borehole LIRL-B with 1200-Hz Ricker wavelet, matching the field seismogram.
Expanded section from 70 ms (240-m depth) corresponds with the underground seismic zone of investigation. The expanded section synthetic seismogram has been filtered with 5 ms AGC operator, similar lo the field seismogram.
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more

uniform

resonant
spectral

amplitudes

in the noisy

oscillations
are more
peaks, but reflections

data. After

AGC,

continuous,
sharpening
we still not apparent.

the
the
The

AGC window
of 5 ms was selected by trial, matching
the
anomaly structure in the seismogram.
Predictive
deconvolution
was used to reduce resonance in
the records. A 5.ms length and 0.4.ms lag was used for the
predictive
deconvolution
filter.
This was chosen by trial,
using autocorrelation
as a guide, to improve
the visual quality of reflections.
In this display,
some retlections
can be
seen. Fifty-one
percent of the average
input AGC signal
amplitude
is removed
by deconvolution.
The removed
energy consists of the resonant vibrations
of the geophones.
The Fourier
spectra show a relatively
uniform
amplitude
over a broad frequency
range, the so-called whitening
effect.

Fig. 4. Sketch of geophone and holder.

Some of the noise is due to multiple
surface
waves,
reflected
from both ends of the tunnel opening and travelling
in both directions
at 3350 m/s, the sheer wave velocity
for
granite. An f-k filter was used to attenuate
noise travelling
slower

than 3600 m/s. Retlections
are clearly
seen after the
After both deconvolution
andf-k filtering,
the average signal amplitude
is reduced to about 25% of its starting
value.
Fourier
spectre
show the remaining
energy
to be
mostly in the range of 400 Hz to 1750 Hz. Figure 6 shows a

f-k filter.

hammer record, the same record after AGC, after predictive
deconvolution,
and afterf-k
filtering.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding
Fourier
amplitude
spectre. Only 30 ms of data
are displayed
for clarity.

0

Elevations
along the profile
is no low-velocity
weathering
are small. Surface-consistent
were calculated
separately
for
stacks.

gi -111
m
2 -.%
5
2 -54
0.X

0.5 0.73
CycUm

1.0

n.21

“3
CWh

Velocity
was picked from the first arrivals on the records.
The compressional
wave velocity
is 5800 m/s and the shear
wave velocity
is 3350 m/s. Semblance
analyses of stacking
velocity
on common-midpoint
gathers show that the P- and
S-wave velocities
for the whole record are the same as from
first-break
analyses.
Stacked sections were made with both P- (Figure 8) and S-

“.I

Fig. 5. Array response of hammer and stack arrays.

A portion of the line was repeated,
as the energy source, in order to verify

using detonating
the reproducibility

caps
of

(Figure 9) wave velocity.
The difference
in moveout permits
a distinction
of wave type in the early part of the records.
After about 40 ms there is not enough moveout
to permit
clear distinction
between P- and S-waves so the same events
appear on both stacks.
Similar
processing
procedures
were applied
to the data

data. Caps were fired singly in 2%cm deep holes separated
by I m. A 15-m offset was also used for the cap profile but
only 12.fold coverage was achieved because shots were fired
at only

one end of each geophone

Computer

spread.

collected
with electric
blasting
caps. Results are shown in
Figure
IO. Comparison
of the hemmer
and cap data sets
shows that the main reflection
events appear on both stacked
record sections, giving some confidence
in the validity
of the
reflections.

processing

Processing
of the high-frequency
data was done with
VISTA,
a commercial
processing
package
that runs on a
desk-top computer.
The original
records are very noisy with no recognisable
retlections.
The spectra show energy peaks between 600 Hz

RliSULTS

and 1500 Hz for different
geophones
but most of this is
noise, related to coupling
conditions
between the geophone,
steel bracket
Automatic
grammed

and rock.
Gain Control

gain

recovery

(AGC)
because

was used instead
AGC

seemed

Compressional

wave

stack

The compressional
wave stack of the hammer profile
is
shown in Figure 8. Data quality
appears better in the northeast half of the section than in the southwest
portion due to

of pro-

to produce

(ILG

vary less than 0.5 m and there
layer so elevation
corrections
automatic
static corrections
the P-wave
and the S-wave
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Processing Sequence: Record URL18044
A)

B)

Original
,

0

Automatic Gain Control
5 ms operator

1

0

10

20

a

4
z
-.
;:
n

z
z?
30

C)

Predictive Deconvolution
operator length 5 ms, pre-whitening
lag 0.4 ms, taper 5 ms

l%,

D) f-k Filter
0

;
0) 10

10

.-E
L2
5
CI 20
:

20

30

30

Fig. 6. Example of processing

2

?
4
8
9
m
2

sequence on record 18044.

poor coupling
of the geophones
on the cement floor in the
southwest.
Reflections
are portrayed
with no correction
for
dip or out-of-plane
geometry.
There is no cross-line
data to
allow a dip correction.
The profile
is nearly parallel
to the
strike of FZ-2 (Figure
2) so the indicated
depths may be
close to the true normal distance from 240 level.
The first clear reflection
occurs at 15.5 ms in the northeast
half of the profile,
corresponding
to the top of FZ-2. The
depth to the top of the fracture
zone should be 52 m under
room 210 as shown on Figure 2, so the reflection
time (at

figures include B correction
for the start-time
delay.
E-2 appears as a narrow band of reflectivity
between about
15.5 ms and 19.5 ms, corresponding
to a thickness of I I .6 m,
the expected thickness in this area. The top and bottom of FZ
2 are represented
and a reflection
also appears inside the zone,
possibly marking a change in the intensity of fracturing.
A single reflection
appears around 22 ms identifiable
over
most of the line. which may be correlated
to the splay FZ1.9, below FZ-2. Another
reflection,
at about 28 mr in the
northeast
end of the line is not clearly
identifiable
in the
southwest.
It may be correlated
to the splay FZ- 1.8.
The detailed
section of the synthetic
seismogram
(Figure
3) shows reflections
similar to those on the reflection
seismogram. A direct comparison
with the field data is shown on
Figure I I where the synthetic
reflections
correlate
well with
field reflections
from the top and bottom of E-2. and possibly

5800 m/s) should be 18 ms, more than the observed
time.
The difference
can be explained
by a delay in the recording
start time. There is a small delay between
the instant
of
impact of the hammer and the closure of the inertia switch
mounted on the handle, so the start time is delayed, causing
an apparent early arrival of reflections.
Depths shown on the

CIEG
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Amplitude

Spectra of Processing Sequence
B)

A) Original

Automatic Gain Control

D) fik Filter

C) Predictive Deconvolution

Fig. 7. Example Fourier spectra of records shown in Figure 6.

with FZ- I .8 and FZ- I .9. URL6 does not coincide
with the
seismic line but it is close enough (Figure 2) to have some
confidence
but their

good
source

fracture

reflections

occur

can not be identified
zones

exists

has sufficient
tion.

the right

velocity

or density

An inclined

to account

other

at about
tunnel

depth

causes.

contrast

time

would

are no

from

A xenolithic

is at the right

but it is not clear

r,,s

feature

pattern

the shaft which
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be generated

parallel

by a nar-

an unknown

of the survey.
to room

can not be uniquely

apex of the curve
a

out of the plane

only one seismic

curved

depth
how

feature

would

may be from

have to be almost

A dipping

if it

to cause a retlec-

reflection

The reflections

of this reflector

the retlec-

but it is not clear

at the 420 level

for the reflection

There

to cause

possible

dipping

60 ms and 70 ms

clearly.

in these positions

tions but there are several
granite

between

continuous

row tunnel.

in these correlations.

Several
known

smooth,

steeply

The

strike

210. The location

interpreted

using

data

line.
exists

suggests

between

25 ms and 40 ms. The

that it could

be a diffraction.

is at about 30 m chainage,
is about 42 m away

(Figure

directly

The
opposite

2). Therefore,

the

URL room 214/210
Hammer
Array

SOUTHWEST
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Vertical

Seismic Reflsctlon Profile
P-Wave velocity
5800 m/e
CD,

NORTHEA%

Fig. 8. P-wave stack (5800 m/s) of hammer source data.

feature

could

diffracted
wave

be a diffraction

wave

travelled

speed. Alternatively,
observed

the localized

the seismic

distance

in the

data from

all reflected/diffracted

from

in a horizontal

m is at an appropriate
event

pattern

only

direction

section.

The

at shear

mine opening

to generate

P-wave stack

the shaft.

at 300

The shear
distinct
FZ-2

re&ction

closely

wave diffrilction
wave

one line are not enough

to explain

energy,

by the NM0

is 600 Hz

stack

(Figure

9) shows

hut in the interval
appears.

This

at a later

from

reflection
time

than

due to the difference

less energy

then

is from

The

the top of

the corresponding
in velocity.

Several

as shown

correction.

one of

as a shear

8). One retlection

on Figure

The dominant

is probably

P-

8. not cancelled

shear wave

frequency

source
IO compares

caps with

(Figure

20 m and 40 m chainage

the sane

stack,

identified

to 700 Hz.

Figure

27 ms to 2X ms a

in the shear wve
to the pattern

P-wavestack

on the

Unfortunately,

Explosive

but it appears

P-wave retlection

are present

corresponds

at 60 ms between

events.

wave

P-wavestack

patterns

which

the diffracted

Shear wave stack
the

curving

those

similarity

the

the hammer

between

the two

the following

differences:

source

24 fold,

array.

P-wave section.s

from

hammer

split spread;

over
profiles

from

a distance
is striking,
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blasting
of 32 m.
despite

a five-blow

cap data is single
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Hammer
Array
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Seismic

Reflection

Profile
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Fia. 9. Swave stack C3350 m/sl of hammer source data. Below 40 ms there is little or no differentiation
basis of stacking velodity for the&ta
shown.

fold.

single

ended.

The noise structure

but the principal
giving
lrvel

reflections

confidence

in the interpretation

of the original

The

cap data

stacking

were

velocity

caps shows
hammer

field

but with

seem to produce

despite

the high tnoise

shown).
similar

using
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Fig. 11. Comparison of radar profile in room 207 with seismic reflections in room 210. Radar depth scale is the same as seismic depth scale but radar
data are shifted down lo compensate for difference in depth lo Fracture Zone 2 between rooms 207 and 210. 1200-Hz synthetic seismogram with
AGC (Figure 3) from borehole URLG is shown for comparison.
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